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	Text Field 3: -Good Analysis aims at useful combinations of precision and richness.-by pursuing masculine associated ideals to the exclusion of their complementary feminine associated strengths, the goal of reliable and helpful knowledge has been lost. -a feminist approach to fight the paradigm of gender schemas is to deconstruct the dualism of gender binaries altogether. -the notion of objectivity is rooted in the separate self, and is there fore a very masculine idea. Feminist alternative to this could be "dynamic objectivity", or "positional objectivity" so that scientists and economists can incorporate a more relational approach. -Heroes v. old wives-Wise Grandmother v. Reckless Fool-Simplistic binaries are not good replacements for careful, contextual investigation and the search for wisdom. Better Discussions would come out of asking a question like, "what do we want economic growth for?" and "growth for what and where?"
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	Text Field 12: "To be clear: In the real world, there are grandmother heros, wise daughters, reckless genderqueers, and old sons, and any other possible combination. Archetypes are symbolic representations of qualities that are, to some extent, part of simply being human. And so they are part of every human." (Nelson, 6.)"To the extent these common habits of thinking filter into economic practice, they suggest that it is "masculine" and "superior" for a researcher to think of himself or herself as being above nature, and to believe that doing "good economics" means distancing one's professional practice from all things "feminine", including ethical discussions or qualitative methods." (Nelson, 9.)


